
March 13, 2012 

 

Nomination of overall contacts for the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group 

 

Dear colleagues, 

 

   The LHC Higgs cross section working group was created in January 2010 as a forum for 

the discussions on Higgs cross-section issues common to the LHC experiments. The aim is to 

produce agreements on the cross sections, branching rations relevant to the Standard Model 

and MSSM Higgs boson(s). Fruitful collaborations between theorists and experiments 

achieved the completion of two CERN Reports as Handbooks of LHC Higgs cross sections 

for inclusive observables (CERN-2011-002) and differential distributions (CERN-2012-002). 

It is worth noting that the agreement was already reached before the very fist Higgs search 

results in 2010, which facilitated the Higgs combinations. Now these recommendations are 

widely used in Higgs analyses at LHC. 

   Two experimental overall contacts from ATLAS and CMS plus two theory overall 

contacts were nominated from the experimental collaborations. The current experimental 

overall contacts are R. Tanaka (LAL) from ATLAS and C. Mariotti (Torino) from CMS. 

Stefan Dittmaier (Freiburg) and Giampiero Passarino (Torino) are the theory overall contacts.  

Stefan Dittmaier is willing to end his very active role after two years mandate. After 

consulting to the collaborations, ATLAS and CMS would like to ask S. Heinemeyer (IFCA) 

to act as the theory overall contacts, if possible for two years, until March 31, 2014. The 

collaborations would like to ask Giampiero Passarino to continue his mandate, in order to 

give continuity to the group and because of his very strong competence on Electroweak and 

Higgs physics. In the supposed-to-be historical Higgs year of 2012, we expect and need the 

strong leadership and competence of these proposed theory overall candidates to bring us the 

clear guidelines on the Higgs physics in coming years. New theory and experiment overal 

contacts will be reconsidered after a two-year period. 

   After the nomination of these overall contacts, we expect the new structure and contact 

persons will be discussed among ATLAS, CMS and interested theory parties. We hope that 

the LHC Higgs Cross Section Working Group will continue as an active forum between the 

experiments and theorists. 

 

Eilam Gross, Sandra Kortner   (ATLAS Higgs conveners) 

Christoph Paus, Albert de Roeck  (CMS Higgs conveners) 


